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It’s good to see protection sales
continuing to grow. Last year,
the market achieved its highest
level of new business since 2004
according to Swiss Re’s annual
Term & Health Watch report.
This growth is reflected in our
Q2 results where new business
volumes were up 39% compared
to the same time in 2018.
While this is positive news, it’s
important that the industry resists
complacency and carries on
looking at new ways to increase
sales. So, how can it do this?
Identifying under protected
markets and engaging with them
is one approach. According to
research by Scottish Widows
last year, 60% of women with
a dependent child have no life
insurance, while only 13% have
a critical illness policy. It’s clear
more needs to be done to raise
awareness of the importance of
protection among this group, and
one way to do so is by increasing
the number of women working in
the life insurance industry.

This is why events like the COVER
Women in Protection Network
Conference and Awards are so
necessary. The event celebrates
the industry’s incredible female
talent and aims to inspire more
women to work in the sector. This
is something we fully support,
and we’re delighted to be both
sponsoring the conference and on
the judging panel for the awards.
It’s also crucial to continue
developing technology that makes
it quicker and easier for people to
get protected. We’re doing this
by initiating discussions with the
creation of digital nudges and
reengineering or digitising paper
and manual processes. A great
example is our AlphaTrust solution,
which incorporates electronic
signatures, to improve the
customer experience by securely
digitising the creation of legally
enforceable business records.
By increasing the opportunities
for protection conversations
and through the development
of innovative products and
solutions, we can continue to
grow the market and help secure a
successful future for all.
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THE RISE OF INTERACTIVE
UNDERWRITING
BY SCOTT SINCLAIR,
CONTENT MANAGER AT ZURICH

THE RISE OF
INTERACTIVE
UNDERWRITING
Interactive underwriting –
unlike fixed underwriting –
involves smarter questioning
so your clients are only asked
relevant questions.

BENEFITS OF
INTERACTIVE
The benefits of interactive
underwriting are three-fold:
there is an upside for the
adviser, for the client, and for
the insurance company.

From an adviser’s perspective,
most insurers offer higher
It allows insurers to make swift
commission on policies written
decisions in many
via interactive.
more cases and
This is for a
helps to avoid
simple reason:
some cases being
The benefits of
it involves less
referred to an
interactive
over
fixed
work for the
underwriter.
underwriting – for
underwriters so
Interactive
more policies can
advisers and clients
underwriting, as
– are plentiful, writes be placed on risk
well as straightoverall.
Scott Sinclair…
through processing
There is another,
and point-of-sale
less feted reason
decisions, are not
why interactive
new developments
can
benefit
advisers:
it can be
in protection.
impressive to a client to be
But the frequency with which
insured so quickly, and can help
interactive is used has grown
strengthen a relationship.
rapidly.
Similarly for the client, a pointOnly 10% of business written
of-sale decision means no delay,
with Zurich through financial
fewer underwriting questions,
advisers in 2018 used the fixed
and they can enjoy the peace of
route, and this pattern has
mind protection offers almost
continued into this year.
immediately.

route. Some advisers sit with
clients to begin the online
application, while others capture
clients’ answers to enter into the
interactive system later. A call
centre model is also likely to use
interactive underwriting.
And some insurers, including
Zurich, offer a ‘delegated’
underwriting option, allowing
the client to complete the
interactive questions at their
own leisure.

AWARD-WINNING
PROTECTION ALL
WRAPPED UP.
Our award-winning proposition provides your
clients with comprehensive cover that can be
adapted to their needs at any time. You can use
our Life Protection Platform to make changes
without having to re-apply. For major life
changes covered by the milestone benefit your
clients won’t even need to answer any
underwriting questions. You can increase or
decrease the level of cover, review the policy
benefits and add optional benefits such as our
Multi-fracture cover or Children’s Critical Illness
benefit at any time. All in one place.
Find out more at
www.zurichintermediary.co.uk/protection

POPULARITY OF
INTERACTIVE
UNDERWRITING
Of course, for some advisers,
the fixed route remains the
preferred option, usually
for reasons to do with client
preference or advice model.
Some advisers have never used
a laptop in front of a client and
don’t intend to begin now.
These are all legitimate reasons,
and it is unlikely that 100% of
applications will be made via
interactive underwriting, at least
for the next few years.
But its rise, and popularity,
continues to grow with advisers.

Interactive underwriting is
flexible too. There are a number
of ways to collect data from a
client and pursue the interactive
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CUSTOMER SERVICE

TAX-EFFICIENT PROTECTION
PLANNING FOR SMALL
BUSINESSES

Step aboard
our platform
for the ultimate
customer journey

At the start of 2018, 99.9% of
the 5.7 million private sector
businesses in the UK were small
or medium-sized businesses1.

By their very nature, small
businesses don’t have the
scale to qualify for group risk
schemes. So how do they attract
and retain the right employee
base to help them grow?
Offering a competitive taxefficient benefits
package could be the
answer.

With executive income
protection, employers can
continue paying their employees
a salary while they’re unable to
work, and cover their employer
pension and National Insurance
(NI) contributions. The benefit
amount is usually higher than
a personal income protection
policy, allowing tax and NI to be
deducted when they pay their
employee via PAYE.

a comprehensive employee
benefits package - helping them
attract and retain the talent they
need to develop and grow.

WE CAN HELP

We can help you design unique
benefits packages for your small
corporate clients who don’t have
the scale to qualify for group risk
schemes.

Our competitive
Relevant Life policy
lets employers provide
tax-efficient individual
death-in-service
This information
benefits for employees
is based on
our
Industry
leading
protection
products
need
industry
leading
(including
employed
understanding of
current legislation,
technology. SSG Digital provides exactly that. directors). Plus, we’re
the only provider to
taxation law and HMRC
also offer executive
practice, which
Frommay
quote to claim, our innovative IT platform supports the
entire
income protection,
change. journey for an enhanced customer and adviser experience. Simple,
letting you provide
SSG
Digital
is
an
awarda comprehensive
RELEVANT LIFE
winning system that will transform your protection business.
employee benefits
As well as providing
Providers often take
solution, with only one online
employedSSG
directors’
or puts you in
Digital
control of producing
completing
responsibility
of assessing quotes,
the
application
to be underwritten.
employees’
families
with
a
lump
applications, underwriting,
servicing,
claims
and
on-going
management,
employee’s health – helping
sum on death
or terminal
MORE THAN FINANCIAL
all within
one illness,
user-friendly,
fully
integrated,
platform.
them get
back
to work quicker.
relevant life policies offer tax
And should a company stop
SUPPORT
benefits2 for
• employers
Proven and
to support
50,000
quotes
an
hour
trading, the employee will
Your clients and their employee
their employees.
continue receiving the benefit
(insured person) will also have
• Able to support 600,000
new policies
while they remain
eligible toeach year
EXECUTIVE INCOME
access to Policy Plus, our range
claim.
• Capable of supporting portfolios in excess ofof30
million
policies
support
services.
PROTECTION

WHY CONSIDER THIS?
With people more likely to
To find out more, visit
If
you’re
a
provider
or
a carrier looking to transform your protection
become ill or injured and unable Relevant
aegon.co.uk/protection
life can help open
business
and deliver an
industry
leading
customer
and
adviser experience,
to work, than
die, income
conversations with new
1
ipipeline.com/uk/ssgdigital
andcorporate
get on board with
SSG Digital.
protectionvisit
is a powerful
benefit
Department
for Business, Energy &
prospects in the
Industrial
Strategy, Business population
to include in any employee
market. By packaging this with
estimates for the UK and regions 2018
benefits package – especially
executive income protection,
2
Some of the associated tax benefits aren’t
considering the limited state
you can add more value by
available if provided under a flexible
benefits available.
benefits or salary sacrifice arrangement.
providing businesses with
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It’s time...
Bring your business into the 21st century with AlphaTrust®
AlphaTrust® is the industry proven,
premier electronic signature and
digital document management solution.
To explore its ﬂexibility, compliance, superior
security and white labelling capability, visit:
ipipeline.com/uk/alphatrustesign

To ﬁnd out more call us on 0345 4084022
or email uk.salesteam@ipipeline.com

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ARE YOU BEING SERVED?
BY OLIVER BOWDEN,
CUSTOMER DELIVERY MANAGER,
IPIPELINE UK

While technology has made life
easier in many ways, it has also
increased expectations. This
is especially true in customer
services where there are high
expectations about what makes a
good customer journey.
As a delivery and project
manager responsible for
customer onboarding and
iPipeline’s busy Customer
Support team, it’s my job to
make that customer journey
as simple as possible. And I’m
not interested in delivering just
satisfactory or even good service.
I want to deliver industry leading
service and support that sticks
in people’s minds for all the
right reasons. I’m very proud to
say that this approach led to us
winning Cover’s Customer Care
- Best Tech Service award earlier
this year. It was an emotional
win – it meant a lot to me and,
more importantly, my team. The
award validated four years of
transformational change as we’ve
collectively worked towards
one goal: to be the best in the
industry.

HOW TO BE AWESOME
It sounds cheesy, but I often
tell the team to “be awesome”.
Delivering awesome on a daily
basis will be something your
customers remember. In our aim
to be awesome we work to a
number of principles that ensure
we collectively deliver maximum
value the majority of the time.
6

Another colleague interjected
with:

Our response times might be
great, but what if a customer
doesn’t want or need to contact
us to resolve their query? What
if our office is closed and they
urgently need to complete some
work? Our Customer Portal
will provide the answers for the
most commonly asked questions.
What if someone wants to do
some training when it suits them,
not when a company gives them
a webinar time? They can head
over to our Video Training web
page.

“I like to walk around and scan all
my items before they go in the
trolley.”

5. ARE YOU POSITIVE
ABOUT OUTCOMES?

1. IS IT MEASURABLE?

3. ARE YOU FLEXIBLE?

Ask anyone in iPipeline and
they’ll tell you I like a graph or
two (think ‘collective sigh’ as
I share my new PowerPoint
presentation, packed full of
graphs and Gantt charts with the
Sales team). It’s exciting stuff,
trust me!

I remember a conversation with
one of my colleagues, Claire,
when she said:

Seriously though, we measure
everything in Customer Support
and it keeps us on track. We’ve
all received those frustrating
automated emails saying “we’ll
get back to you within five
business days”. This is just not
good enough. Since 2016, over
70% of our cases are resolved
in the first hour, Live Chat wait
times are consistently under 30
seconds and our Net Promoter
Score is +64.

“No, I like to talk to the staff
behind the till.”

2. IS THERE
ACCOUNTABILITY?
How many times have we been
transferred from one team
to another to try and resolve
a problem with our mobile
contract or energy bill only to
find half an hour later our phone
gets cut off and we have to start
again? This seemingly faceless
customer journey is infuriating.
The two core values of our
delivery and support teams are
accountability and ownership.
We always help even if the
support query isn’t directly our
problem. We’ll own it until we
can no longer affect the outcome.

“I bet you’re one of those people
who use the self-checkout at the
supermarket.”
“Of course. I hate standing in
queues, don’t you?’ I replied.

When it comes to customer
services I would use live chat
any day of the week and Claire
would immediately pick up the
phone and start chatting to
someone. Simply put, we’re all
different and what’s right for
you won’t be right for someone
else. What’s important is being
flexible enough to give customers
a variety of options.

4. DO YOU UNDERSTAND
YOUR CUSTOMER?

As a team, we work with the
ethos of continual improvement.
There is never a time when we
can’t make things better. Bringing
a positive attitude to change can
only mean one thing: positive
outcomes for our customers.
If there’s one thing we’re
determined to deliver it’s happy,
successful and productive
customers who tell us we made
it easy to resolve their query
whatever avenue they took. To
us, that’s awesome.

Our teams spend a lot of time
listening to customers and trying
to understand their needs. As
a result, we’ve increased the
number of ways to assist them
with the support and adoption of
our products.
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See IP differently

DIGITAL
CHANGE
PROTECTION

This September it’s not just the kids that are going back to school. With the help of
Kaleidoscope, Advisers across the country are catching up with their CPD hours,
refreshing their business skills and accessing videos, guides and sales aids to grow
their income protection business.
Last year we did some research that showed that Advisers were looking for digital
training content to help their income protection knowledge. Kaleidoscope is a learning
platform where you can find content tailored to your level of experience. This includes
interactive videos to develop your sales skills, marketing guides with new ideas to grow
your business and articles about the latest updates in protection. As you complete each
section and progress your understanding, new content is unlocked to further develop
your income protection knowledge.
Whether you’re just starting out selling income protection or have a higher level of
expertise, you’ll find the resources to help grow your income protection business.

Register today at
www.holloway.co.uk/kaleidoscope

Tailored material

Interactive videos

Latest updates
in protection
Holloway Friendly Society Ltd. Holloway Friendly is registered and incorporated
under the Friendly Societies Act 1992, registered No. 145F. Registered office:
Holloway Friendly, Holloway House, 71 Eastgate Street, Gloucester, GL1 1PW.
Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. FRN 109986.

CPD content

HOW TO TRULY BENEFIT FROM A
NEW DIGITAL PLATFORM
BY RALPH TUCKER,
ENTERPRISE SALES DIRECTOR, IPIPELINE UK

When embarking on a project
to digitise insurance systems
it’s easy to bolt shiny new front
ends onto legacy core systems,
layering new capability over old
in an attempt to compensate for
existing deficiencies.

processes and users. This is
about delivering change that
supports digitisation, ditches
the complexity and puts the
customer in control.

the value and intelligent use of
data has a vital role to play in
anticipating customer needs to
identify, present and convert
insurance offers.

WE’VE ALWAYS
DONE IT LIKE THIS

Intuitive and reflexive UREs
can use this information to
drive personalised responses
to targeted customer questions
and adjust the insurance
product or create appropriate
cross sell journeys that
continually support changing
protection needs. It can also
help enhance the overall rule
set and feedback into the risk
profile.

The vast majority of these
Don’t just re-create the
projects are doomed to failure
underwriter’s job. Many
during the development
underwriting rules engines
stage due to overrun, cost
(URE) have been created to
and complexity. If they do
simply replicate an existing
see the light of day it’s likely
underwriting manual
they’ll never
assessment.
really deliver
Customers have
the required
various life
transformational
events during the
The days of bolt on
business
25+ year span
improvement.
digital solutions are
of many long

To truly benefit over and the shift away term insurance
from underwriting and products: changing
from a new
jobs, buying and
IT is beginning.
digital platform,
selling houses,
the business
having children
needs to develop
and changes in
processes that
marital status.
put the customer
in charge and take back control It’s tough for the traditional
from the twin power brokers of insurance product to keep up
with this. However, with the
underwriting and IT.
advent of human telematics
(phones and wearables)
Let’s look at how to do it right.
underwriting solutions can
GRASP THE NETTLE
provide flexible and appropriate
levels of cover by gleaning
Don’t aim to recreate manual/
insight into lifestyle and health
paper processes online just
preferences that, combined
to satisfy existing back office
with other external sources,
clerical procedures. Seize the
help provide flexible and
opportunity to reengineer
appropriate levels of cover.
existing products and
Additionally, the emergence of
practices to support digital

FRONT OFFICE BECOMES
THE BACK OFFICE
Give customers a sense of
ownership. Even some of the
most complex tasks can be
automated and passed to the
customer to ensure they are in
control of the process.
The ultimate aim is to free
the insurance company from
administrative tasks, allowing
it to concentrate on its core
functions and responsibilities.
The days of bolt on digital
solutions are over and the shift
away from underwriting and
IT is beginning. The successful
digital platforms of the future
will harness data to give the
customer control of their
insurance journey.
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DATA
PROTECTION
ECONOMY

Introducing

TAKING AN ETHICAL APPROACH
WITH DATA ANALYTICS
BY LUKE HARRISON,
DATA PRODUCT MANAGER, IPIPELINE UK

The new members app that gives
you free, direct access to medical
experts whenever you need them.

While they have positively
impacted people’s lives over the
past decade, public confidence
in technology giants like Google
and Facebook is waning, with
scandals such as Cambridge
Analytica reducing consumer
trust and threatening to stifle
innovation.
The data economy is a core
pillar of government industrial
strategy, but we are at a key
juncture in the national data
conversation. It’s time to put
ethics at the heart of data
analytics.

HealthWise connects members with medical
experts at their convenience, so they feel
better faster.

HealthWise is available to all members
of The Exeter and their immediate family,
without the need to make a claim.

We’ve tailored HealthWise to the needs of
our members and the type of cover they
have, so they get the most from the service.

Simply download to a smartphone or tablet.
Members will need their policy details in
order to activate their HealthWise account.

Benefits include:
GP on demand
Second medical opinion
Physiotherapy
Mental health support

App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Google Play and
the Google Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC.

Call our sales team on 0300 123 3207 or
email sales@the-exeter.com

Lifestyle coaching
Nutritional advice

Find out more at
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Consider the example of
Amazon’s (now retired)
recruitment tool, a machine
learning model trained on
historic applicant data.
Picking up on intrinsic bias
in human decision making, it
learnt that male candidates
were ‘preferable’ to females.
Algorithms learn, without
prejudice, from patterns in
data and will therefore reflect
any bias in the dataset. If
humans exhibit undesirable
behaviours, algorithms will
follow. Data science teams need
to build governance layers into
algorithmic development to
surface these biases and account
for them.
Another important ethical
principle is a fair and
transparent exchange of
value between customer and

provider. GoogleMaps is an
If I take active steps to manage
impressive tool, demonstrating
my health, it’s fair to see this
how data can help people in
reflected in my life insurance
their everyday lives. However,
premiums. Conversely, is it fair
the ‘price’ is Google’s access
to be penalised for something I
to photos, emails, search
can’t control, such as my family
history and even data on places
history?
visited. Is this a balanced value
However, regulating pricing
exchange, particularly if the
factors, as done
user doesn’t
with the gender
understand
directive in 2012,
how their data
is an outdated
is being used?
The
data
economy
approach. It’s
To its credit,
not possible if
is a core pillar of
Google has
government industrial decisions are
launched tools
made by ‘black
to track data
strategy, but we are
box’ algorithms
capture, but
at a key juncture in
such as neural
it shows why
the national data
networks.
transparency is
conversation.
Instead, focusing
key. Consumers
analytics efforts
should
on mitigating
understand
risks, such
how they are
as helping
‘paying’ for such
customers
lead
healthier
services, and how their personal
lifestyles, may lead to better
data is used.
outcomes.
In protection, insurers will
Data has been at the heart of
increasingly be able to microprotection for centuries and
price risk without asking
intrusive medical questions. This the industry is well placed to
harness what comes next. To
may include using electronic
do so new data innovations
health records or information
should be built in an ethical
from other data sources.
way and offer a genuine value
Micro-pricing raises an ethical
exchange with customers. This
dilemma: how do you allow
means being transparent about
insurers to leverage new data
how data is used, taking steps
while maintaining the principle
to protect against bias and
of pooled risk to widen access
working in the best interest of
to insurance? One suggestion is
all stakeholders.
to isolate controllable factors.
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GENERATION Z

WHAT YOU TOLD US:

STANDING STILL IS AS GOOD
AS GOING BACKWARDS

IPIPELINE’S ANNUAL CUSTOMER SURVEY
In June, we ran our Annual Customer Survey to gain feedback from our users. Thank you to everyone
who responded this year, we received invaluable feedback which will be used to help develop our
products and services. We also ran a prize draw alongside the survey to give participants the chance
to win a £500 gift card of their choice. Congratulations to David Adams of Money Matters who was
the lucky winner!

HOW WE RATED
Our overall Net Promoter Score
(NPS) for 2019 was +40 which
is testament to our dedication
to grow the protection market
and look after our customers.
NPS is a measure out of 100 for
how satisfied users are with our
services. It’s a great way for us
to assess how our services are
performing and to gauge how
our users are feeling.

protection conversation. We’ve
developed easier ways for users
to do this and introduced the
Risk and Mortgage Protection
Report, available within
SolutionBuilder. The tool
generates indicative costs for
Income Protection, Critical
Illness Cover and Life Insurance
and can be launched from
the SolutionBuilder Benefits
Selection Screen.

GROWING THE
PROTECTION MARKET
We maintain our aim of growing
the protection market and
building families’ financial
resilience. Despite consumer
segments being underserved,
our survey highlighted that
97% of users are selling Life and
Critical Illness Cover and 92%
are selling Income Protection,
proving that these continue to
be a necessity for consumers.
Educating customers on the
importance of protection may
be the key to growing protection
sales. This was evident in the
survey results with 67% of our
users wanting to highlight their
clients’ personalised risks of
not having protection in place,
making it easier to start the

integrates with several General
Insurance providers to enable
users to sell home insurance
quickly and easily alongside
Life Insurance, Critical Illness
and Income Protection. Within
SolutionBuilder you can generate
a guaranteed quote without the
need to rekey the information
into a separate system. This
reduces the time and effort
usually taken to source General
Insurance products.

WHAT YOU ASKED FOR

03

We discovered that 79% of
users would be prepared
to answer extra questions
within SolutionBuilder to view
underwritten premiums. Within
SolutionBuilder and XRAE you
can:
• Generate an indication of
multi-provider underwriting
results immediately.

SAVING TIME
SolutionBuilder has been proven
to help users save 54% of their
time when it comes to sourcing
protection. One additional
benefit that contributes to this
is the ability to quote General
Insurance. SolutionBuilder

• Research underwriting for
single and multi-impairment
cases.
• Store and print information
for compliance purposes.
FIND OUT MORE

THANK YOU
Thank you to everyone who participated in our survey this year.
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BY JENNY BURT,
SENIOR MARKETING MANAGER, IPIPELINE UK

One thing is clear with
demographics and marketing –
change is the only constant. As
a marketer, I’m always looking
out for what’s catching the
upcoming generations’ attention
and what makes them tick.
Within our industry, millennial
behaviour is a hot topic. Sadly,
I’m not a millennial (narrowly
missed I like to add) but there
are a lot of similarities between
their thinking and that of
previous generations.
I am, however, intrigued by
Generation Z, as virtual is the
norm for them. This group have
never used a landline, they’ve
had smartphones since age
nine and they communicate
through video calls, texts or
Instagram stories. And I have
to say although I can’t pass as
a Gen Z, let alone a millennial,
I tend to sway towards these
preferences. Why? Because
being time poor, a working
parent and away from home on
occasions means I can get a lot
more done by communicating in
this way.
Gen Z accounts for 32% of
the global population, now
outnumbering millennials. With
our industry in mind, I wonder
how we’ll fare when it comes to
grabbing their attention so we
can fully engage and transact
with them? Will our current

systems and processes work, or
will they be a barrier to continue
driving our industry forward?
Although some may say we have
time to prepare for Gen Z, I don’t
think this is the case. We have
to accelerate the development
and evolution of solutions
that will meet their needs.
As an example, although I’m
embarrassed to admit it, I have

a paper form sat on my desk at
home. It’s there waiting for me
to complete so my pensions can
be placed in trust. My financial
adviser has reminded me (a few
times), so what’s stopping me?
It’s inconvenient, that’s what.
Why? Because I have to fill in
a paper form by hand, pop it in
the post with my wet signature
and then wait. In a world of
digital signatures, why do we

make customers’ lives more
complicated?
We can learn a lot if we look
outside our industry. Take the
Trainline app as an example;
it provides a fantastic user
experience offering many
features such as the ability to
book tickets anytime, anywhere.
You also see live updates
including platform numbers and
journey progress, plus no paper
tickets need to be collected
ahead of your trip. I’ve taken
advantage of this many times,
adding real value to my journey.
Gen Z will shape our industry
for decades to come. If we
want to have a relationship
with them, our industry will
need to consider incorporating
digital communication and
collaboration tools into
products now. However, the
chances of us providing life and
income protection for future
generations aren’t looking great
if our industry still handles
vast amounts of paperwork
and struggles to accept digital
signatures,
We need to create awareness
before intent develops. We’ll
have to offer convenient,
accessible, easy to use systems.
Are we in a position to move
towards this model? Only time
will tell.
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NEWS YOU MAY HAVE MISSED
Conventus Now, a US joint venture between Catholic Financial Life and Catholic United Financial, has
selected iPipeline’s SSG Digital Platform with a next-gen Policy Administration System (PAS) for individual
life and annuity products. It’s great to see UK technology being used in the US.
Now available within SolutionBuilder - when users add a ‘decreasing term benefit’, they have the option to
enter ‘term’ or the age it will expire.
Coming soon! The addition of quoting Dual Deferred within SolutionBuilder on a multi-benefit basis. This
enhances the service to create a much smoother, more efficient method of quoting.
iPipeline has joined the HM Treasury Women in Finance charter. The charter aims to ensure women
have more equality with earnings and representation in senior roles. iPipeline is committed to a variety of
initiatives linked to improving gender balance and encouraging more diversity and inclusion.
We’re also sponsoring the COVER Women in Protection Network Conference at the HAC in London on
12th November. We’re proud to see so many of our team nominated for awards. You can view the list here.
Congratulations to Paul Yates, Product Strategy Director, iPipeline for winning the category ‘Personality
of the Year’ at the Protection Review Awards in July. This is a well-deserved win and recognises all Paul has
done and continues to achieve within the industry as we continue to grow the protection market.
COVER Excellence Awards 2019. iPipeline has been shortlisted as ‘Best Technology Provider’ for our
innovative solutions. Roll on 10th October when we’ll find out who wins!

TO STAY UP-TO-DATE WITH THE LATEST NEWS AND
UPDATES FROM IPIPELINE, FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

IPIPELINE CUSTOMER SUPPORT
If you need any support with using any of the iPipeline Services, you can get in touch
with our Customer Support Team on the contact details below.

0345 408 4022 		

uk.support@ipipeline.com

iPipeline Quarterly
AN IPIPELINE PUBLICATION

FOR ADVERTISING & SPONSORSHIP
ENQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT:
SIMON DUFFIN
01242 211830
SDUFFIN@IPIPELINE.COM

FOR MEDIA ENQUIRIES
PLEASE CONTACT:
JENNY BURT
01242 211726
JBURT@IPIPELINE.COM

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained within this newsletter.
All information was correct as of publication. The information contained in this publication is targeted
at financial advisers and their agents. iPipeline Limited, registered office: 3rd Floor Montpellier House,
Montpellier Drive, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL50 1TY. Registered in England, number 03033012.

